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0.1 CONCEPT

UNIQUE & TIMELESS

Infinity in Palm-Mar is the result of blending innovative 
architectural design with a passion to create unique and 
timeless two and three bedroom apartments and duplex 

penthouses with a private Infinity Pool . Drawing inspiration 
from the year-round sunny climate and the site’s natural 
surroundings, the Infinity Seafront Luxury Residence is a 
deluxe project offering its owners the comfort they have 

always been looking for.



0.2 LOCATION

OCEANFRONT LUXURY

Infinity offers an exceptional opportunity to enjoy oceanfront 
living in the South of Tenerife, a privilege 

reserved for a fortunate few.

Start your day with breathtaking panoramic ocean 
views and enjoy the sun setting behind the 

sister island of La Gomera.



SETTLE FOR MORE

The Infinity building has been designed to allow people to move around 
easily, creating a sense of tranquillity from the moment you walk in.

Infinity’s luxury apartments offer cutting edge design, inviting you to 
enjoy more – more space, more benefits included and more value.

0.3 DESIGN



0.4 PASSION

PASSION

Infinity Seafront Luxury Residence stems from a passion to c
reate something special and unique.
A passion for detail, a passion for excellence and a, passion 
for quality of life.

Passion can do some amazing things.



LIVE DIFFERENTLY IN  PALM-MAR

Palm-Mar offers you the very best of both worlds. Energize your mind 
and body with a walk in the nature reserve or along the oceanside trail 
roads or sit back and relax with refreshments at the Bahía Beach Club, 

which is conveniently located on your doorstep.
This is a place where you can sit back and enjoy the excellent food as 

well as a variety of leisure and entertainment facilities. At Bahía Beach, 
sunny days are followed by colourful sunsets amid gorgeous views, 

forming the backdrop for a delicious meal or a unique cocktail.

0.5 LIFESTYLE



0.6 CLIMATE

LIVE IN ETERNAL SPRING

The wonderful sub-tropical, year-round climate has earned Tenerife its 
title: “The Island of Eternal Spring”.

DAILY TEMPERATURES FOR EACH 
MONTH (°C)



0.7 LEISURE & SPORT

ENJOY CREATIVITY 
AND QUALITY 

Tenerife is the leader among the Canary Islands in terms of gastronomic 
creativity and quality. In the last couple of years the South of Tenerife has 
been completely transformed and today it is renowned for its lush green 

golf courses, sporting facilities and tourist activities.

Tenerife is the home of some of the best European restaurants, 
ranging from fresh local seafood to delicious Canarian and Michelin 

starred restaurants. All this has made the South of Tenerife into Europe’s 
leading second home destination.



0.8 PARADISE

YOUR VERY OWN PIECE OF PARADISE

Infinity Seafront Luxury Residence is more than just a home: Infinity is 
a lifestyle. Infinity offers you elegance, luxury, a holiday, a getaway and 
your very own piece of Paradise on the island where the sun always 
shines. Live the dream, live in Paradise, live at Infinity!



The information and images in this brochure are intended as a general introduction to Infinity Luxury Seafront Residence and do not 
form an offer, guarantee or contract. Please note that whilst reasonable care is taken to ensure that the contents of this brochure 
are correct, this information is to be used as a guide only. All plans and images are conceptual only and LemWey Inversiones S.L may 
change them at any time without notice. The computer-generated images of the residential units are indicative only. LemWey 
Inversiones S.L reserves the right to amend the finish and materials constituting the external and internal fabric of the development 
due to unforeseen building constraints and product availability. Purchasers should rely on their own inquiries and the 
contract of sale.


